
2. A Dog Named Duke: LITERATURE CLASS IX
WORKSHEET 1

Name………………………………….:Class………….:Roll No……………:

1. A few weeks ago, worded as if in special tribute to Duke, an order came through from the
chemical company’s headquarter.

(a) Who is Duke? What has happened to him?
(b) What did the order say?
(c) How was it a tribute to Duke?

2. Thirteen months from the moment he worked full days, Chuck Hooper was promoted to
Regional Manager covering more than four states.

(a) What helped Chuck Hooper achieve the promotion mentioned here?
(b) What did Chuck’s promotion reveal about the company’s management?
(c) Who did Chuck owe his success to himself or Duke?

3. He was a 23 kilo missile of joy. He hit Chuck above the belt, causing him to fight to keep his
balance.

(a) Who was called a ‘missile of joy’?
(b) How did he hit Chuck? Why?
(c) Why did Chuck find it difficult to maintain his balance?

4. Those who saw it said the dog knew instantly. He never jumped on Chuck again. From that
moment, he took up a post beside his master’s bed around the clock.
(a) What had Duke realised?
(b) Where did he settle himself?
(c) What do we understand by the phrase ‘The dog knew instantly’?

6. Do you think that the story of Duke and Chuck is an inspiration for those who give up without
trying?
7. It was like lighting a fuse. Duke shimmered himself U shaped in anticipation. Explain.
8. What led Mercy to limit the course of physiotherapy?
9. Why was 4 January an eventful day for Chuck Hooper?
10. Who thought that Chuck walked like a mechanical giant? Why did they think like this?

13. As Chuck, write a letter to your friend in about 150 words sharing your experience after your
accident and Duke’s efforts to get you back on your road to success.
14. When a person loses something he is shocked and gets into a state of denial leading to anger. In
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such a situation, coping well leads to acceptance and a changed way of living in view of the loss. Taking
clues from what happened or might have happened to Hooper, write your views on ‘ Coping with
losses’.
15. Compare and contrastof Charles Hooper before and after the accident.
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